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Dear ladies and gentlemen,
The challenges which we face day after day are diverse yet, at the same time, highly motivating.
The field of mobility is changing; a change which we must stay abreast of, yet one which we
equally wish to help design. It is also for this reason that always being one step ahead when it
comes to the development of the new technologies of our time is so important.
Furthermore, Falken is part of SUMITOMO RUBBER INC., a company which comes from
Japan but which operates all over the world. Creativity and visionary concepts are in demand
here too, where various cultures work together, so that we can use and build upon the great
potential of our international know-how. We are proud of the fact that we managed to achieve
this as far as was possible in previous years, and that we were able to continuously build up our
market shares in Europe. After all, this serves as proof of the most important success that we,
as high-tech tyre manufacturers, may be allowed to chalk up: a constant growth in confidence
from car drivers in the superior quality of our products.

FALKEN
MANAGEMENT

Yutaka Kuroda
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Markus Bögner

Shingo Sakashita
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FALKEN
THE LINK BETWEEN RACE
TRACK AND ROAD
Every unit of horsepower delivered by your engine, every change of
direction when you turn the wheel, every time you touch the brakes
– all these forces are transmitted from the tyres to the road. All the
time. On good or bad roads, in snow or sunshine, in a racing car or
freight truck, turbocharged petrol model or e-car. To ensure you
always have the closest connection between you and the road,
Falken Tyre Europe GmbH offers a full portfolio of tyres for cars,
trucks, vans and SUVs, both as an OEM for a host of top car
brands and on the aftermarket.
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FALKEN
TYRES FOR EUROPE
In 1988, the Japanese tyre manufacturer Sumitomo
Rubber Industries Ltd. (SRI) dared to make the leap
over to Europe with the Falken brand, right into the
heart of the home of the automobile: The first branch
was founded in Offenbach am Main. Twenty years later,
the subsidiary company, Falken Tyre Europe GmbH,
comes into being in this location, where they distribute
a complete range of original-equipment tyres for cars,
lorries, light commercial vehicles and SUVs, as well as
across the entire European retrofit market. A network
of approximately 8,000 tyre partners across Europe
plays a role in this, taking over the sales and assembly
of the quality products.

FALKEN EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
FALKEN WAREHOUSE
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SUSTAINABLE TYRES
GIVE A BETTER DRIVE
Sumitomo Rubber Group is committed to the issue of
improving global environmental protection in tyre production.
The core topics involved in this issue are fuel savings, the
use of sustainable raw materials and the careful husbanding of resources. Under these watchwords, Falken
continuously analyses and optimises the manufacturing
processes and components used to produce Falken Tyres.

SUMITOMO
RUBBER INDUSTRIES
Founded in 1909, Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd. is a
globally operating manufacturer of tyres and rubber
products and is also the world’s fifth-largest tyre producer,
with a total workforce of around 37,852. SRI’s operations
encompass twelve production facilities manufacturing
almost 250 million tyres per year. In addition to products
for the Falken and DUNLOP brands, SRI manufactures
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tennis racquets, tennis balls, golf balls and a range of other
rubber products. The company is headquartered at Kōbe,
Japan. SRI invests in research into the advanced production and mobility concepts of the future, dedicating the
equivalent of more than EUR 200 m to these activities in 2016.

A key part of the company’s activities in this respect
comprises advanced research into biosynthetic mechanisms that extends into the nanostructure level of the tyres’
structure. This research is making it possible to produce
natural rubber using environmentally compatible methods,
and thus manufacture products that are both sustainable
and at the forefront of technology.

1988

2012

Falken in Europe – the
first office in Offenbach

Introduction
of the new
EUROALL
AS200 – the first
all-season tyre

1991

Falken in the USA

2017

Falken again winner of
the VRÖ Awards

2012

The first
runflat tyre

2005

Class victory and
5th place in the
overall classification
at the 24h race at the
Nürburgring

1983

The Falken brand is born

1991

The first
Falken tyre

1999

Team Falken begins
competing in the ADAC 24h
Nürburgring race

2017

Falken partner of relegation
match of German National
League and Super Cup 2017

2015

Falken finishes 3rd
at the 24h race

2017

Falken chosen as OEM for
Volkswagen Tiguan

For the first time, Falken is
presenting partner for the
Audi Nines in Sölden

2007

Falken starts with the
Nissan Z 33 at the 24h race

2018

2017

Falken announces a
collaboration with Liverpool
Football Club as a Global
Partner and Official Tyre
Partner

1999

Falken presents
the FK451

2001

Falken is the main
sponsor at the
Nürburgring
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2008

Founding of Falken Tyre Europe GmbH

2010

Falken starts distribution

2011

Falken and Porsche cooperation

2018

For the fourth consecutive
year, Falken is sponsoring the
Red Bull Air Race pilot as he
competes in the fastest motor
sport in the world.

2016

Falken presents a
new winter tyre
for vans and van:
EUROWINTER VAN01

2018

Falken
Sincera SN832
is the highest ranking
in the ADAC Summer
Tyre Test
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December/January
2018/19

May 2018

Falken supplies tyres for the new MercedesBenz G-Class. The new luxury off-roader is
kitted out at the factory with 265/60R18
Falken Wildpeak A/T3WA and AS210A.

Falken Tyre Europe is official sponsor of the 26th
IHF Men’s Handball World Championship staged
in Germany and Denmark.

May 2018

January 2019

FALKEN launches the ultimate off-road tyre,
the WILDPEAK M/T, that guarantees a high
level of driving pleasure, safety and reliability
even under the toughest off-road conditions.

In the anniversary racing season, Falken
Motorsports starts with a new Porsche 911
GT3 R, which runs alongside the proven
BMW M6 GT3 at the Nürburgring.

May 2018

January 2019

Four Liverpool FC players are the faces of
Falken’s new global campaign as the club’s
official tyre partner. A unique piece of music
brings Falken’s “On the Pulse” motto to life.

For the third time in a row, Falken Tyre takes top
spot in the passenger car tyre category of the VRÖ
Awards for 2017/2018, which are awarded every
two years by the Association of Austrian Tyre
Specialists.

May 2018

Once again, Falken’s two cars running in the
ADAC 24h Race at the famous Nürburgring
demonstrate that the tyres provide maximum
performance in all weather conditions. Both
teams are in the top 15 at the end of the race.

February 2019

The “Falken Tyres” legend decorates the City
Tower in the German city of Offenbach.

26th IHF Men‘s World Championship

July 2018

EUROALL SEASON AS210 is the name of the
new premium all-weather tyre from Falken; the
first sizes hit the market in July.

July 2018

Falken’s new all-season tyre aimed at van drivers,
the EUROALL SEASON VAN11, is launched in
July 2018.
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September 2018

2018 goes down as a milestone in the history of
Falken: for the first time, Falken achieves a
double in its almost 20-year affiliation with the
VLN Endurance Championship at the
Nürburgring. With a total of two overall victories
and seven podium finishes, 2018 is the most
successful season in the team’s history.

r
so
on
Sp
ial

SRI, Falken’s parent company, receives the
“Tire Technology of the Year Award” for its
SENSING CORE tyre sensing technology.

March 2019

Big AUTO BILD summer tyre test 2019: this year,
too, the FALKEN AZENIS FK510 once again takes
a place on the podium of this renowned product
test after being awarded third spot.

fic

Falken continues its commitment
to the Audi Nines and is also a sponsor
of the Audi Nines MTB, which is held
in the Bikepark Idarkopf.

March 2019

Of

September 2018

April 2019

Porsche delivers the latest generation of the
Macan – which has been on sale in Germany since
October 2018 – ex works with the SUV version of
Falken’s bestseller, the AZENIS FK510
(235/60R18 and 255/55R18).
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WORLDWIDE PRODUCTION
Since 1944 Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd. has produced tyres in its
own tyre factories in Japan. Beside two other productions sites in the
company’s country of origin during its global success, different factories
were put into operation in China, South Africa, Brazil, the USA and Turkey.
The worldwide annual tyre production for all vehicle classes amounts
63,200 tonnes in 2016 – with a rising trend.
SHIRAKAWA PRODUCTION FACILITY, JAPAN
The Japanese province of Fukushima is home to the biggest tyre factory in
the Sumitomo Group, at Shirakawa.
Employees: 1,700
Monthly production output: 10,350 tonnes of car, truck and bus tyres
Start of production: 1976
IZUMIOTSU PRODUCTION FACILITY, JAPAN
Our production facility in the province of Osaka has been manufacturing
tyres since 1944, the factory remains, after numerous modernisations, the
oldest product plant in Japan.
Employees: 391
Monthly production output: 750 tonnes of car, truck and bus tyres as well
as tyres for agricultural vehicles and motorcycles
Start of production: 1944
MIYAZAKI PRODUCTION FACILITY, JAPAN
With a monthly production output of 9,350 tonnes of car, truck and bus
tyres, the plant at Miyakonoio is Sumitomo’s second-largest production
facility in Japan.
Employees: 1,500
Monthly production output: 9,350 tonnes of car, truck and bus tyres
Start of production: 1978
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION FACILITIES

The global success of Sumitomo Rubber Industries, Ltd. has given
rise to a host of new production facilities. In recent years alone,
new locations have been founded:
Japan (Nagoya, opened in 1961)
Thailand (opened in 2006, 7,281 employees)
China (opened in 2012, 852 employees)
South Africa (opened in 2013, 1,347 employees)
Brazil (opened in 2013, 1,272 employees)
USA (opened in 2015, 1,233 employees)
Turkey (opened in 2015, 1,111 employees)

FALKEN TEST TRACKS
PUTTING OUR TYRES THROUGH THEIR PACES

Falken Tyres are tested for reliability and performance under the most rigorous conditions. A variety of test tracks around
the world are used to put tyres through their paces and demonstrate their exceptional qualities in conditions ranging from
deepest winter to desert heat and torrential rain. High-speed oval tracks plus indoor and off-road routes provide engineers
with additional opportunities to scrutinise every property of the tyre, no matter how specific. After all, good things take
time – and many thousands of test kilometres.
PAPENBURG, GERMANY
Automotive Testing Papenburg GmbH is a company that
runs a unique automotive test track over an area of around
780 hectares. In addition to a wide range of road surfaces
and obstacle courses, the track also has an oval circuit
12.3 km in length. Steeply banked curves at almost 50°
angles allow test drives to be performed at up to 250 km/h
without the influence of any lateral forces.
IDIADA, SPAIN
Santa Oliva is home to Europe’s largest test track,
providing top-class test circuits of every imaginable
type – and the benefits of the Spanish climate, which
enables testing to be carried out under consistent
conditions all year round.
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OKAYAMA, JAPAN
The Okayama test track has everything tyres need to
show off their strengths: high speeds, dry and wet braking
and wet handling on a variety of surfaces. The track also
features an off-road circuit, ‘comfort’ routes and a mobile
laboratory truck for identifying and recording tyre
characteristics.
HOKKAIDO, JAPAN
Hokkaido, Japan’s most northerly island, offers two winter
test circuits; Nayoro is used for testing car tyre grip on
snow and ice, while Asahikawa specialises in winter truck
testing.

ÄLVSBYN, SWEDEN
The Arctic Falls Proving Grounds offer the ideal setting for
winter tyre testing, right up in the far north of Europe. Indoor
snow tracks are available during the snow-free summer months,
and the outdoor circuits can be used for testing on wet or dry
asphalt under cool ambient conditions.
IVALO, FINLAND
Test World is located in Lapland on the 68th latitude – far to
the north of the Arctic Circle – and offers ideal conditions for
winter tyre testing. Its varied range of circuits covers a vast
array of test cycles, and includes an indoor facility for testing
under consistent conditions regardless of the weather and
outdoor temperature.
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THE NORDSCHLEIFE
OUR SECOND HOME
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Falken’s history in Europe is strongly connected to motor
sport and the legendary Nordschleife race track. In 1999,
Falken made its debut appearance in the legendary Nürburgring 24-hour race, competing with a Nissan GT-R 33. Two
years later, Falken became the main sponsor of the notoriously challenging endurance event. Since then, the ADAC

Zurich 24-hour race has grown to be one of the biggest
motor sport events in the world: No race track is longer,
nowhere else do more cars start a race, and no motor sport
event boasts as many enthusiastic spectators and fans.
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FALKEN
ONE A RACER  ALWAYS A RACER
As a brand that stands for supreme performance, Falken has a special status
within its Japanese parent corporation, Sumitomo Rubber Industries Ltd. The
tyre brand has earned this reputation via its intense and successful commitment to motor sports. The Falken Motorsports Team is represented at a variety
of events, entering a Porsche 911 GT3 R (Type 911) and BMW M6 GT3 in the
2019 edition of the ADAC Total 24h-Race at Nürburgring and competing in the
SP9 Class of the VLN Endurance Championships.

BMW M6 GT3

Engine: V8 M TwinPower Turbo 4.4L
Max. power: 585 hp
Max. revs: 6,500/min.
Max. speed: Depends on route; 0–100: n.d.
Fuel: Super plus unleaded (E20)
Rims/tyres: BBS rims, 13” x 18” front and rear axle
Falken Slicks; tyre size 330/710 18

PORSCHE 911 GT3 R (TYPE 991)

Engine: Naturally aspirated engine 4.0L
Max. power: 550 hp at 8,750 1/min.
Max. revs: 9,500/min
Max. speed: 300 km/h 0–100: 2.7 seconds
Fuel: Super plus unleaded (E20)
Rims/tyres: Front axle: One-piece BBS rims 12” x 18” ET 17 with central
locking Falken Slicks; tyre size 300/680-18 Rear axle: One-piece BBS rims
13” x 18” ET 37.5 with central locking Falken Slicks; tyre size 310/710-18
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EXCITEMENT FOOTBALL
IF IT’S ROUND, WE LOVE IT

MASTERS OF
EXCITEMENT

Falken has been a sponsorship partner in premier European football since 2015. We share our passion for this dynamic
sport with many of our customers. Our partnerships and collaborations with football clubs now take in Germany, Spain,
France, Poland, Italy, the Netherlands and the UK. In 2017, Falken became the official global tyre partner of 18-times
UK champions Liverpool FC and the first Platinum Partner of FC Ingolstadt 04.
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EXCITEMENT LIFESTYLE
FALKEN STANDS FOR HIGHTECH AND PERFORMANCE
ON THE ROAD AS WELL AS IN THE AIR

In the Red Bull Air Race World Championship, air pilots show off their skills to
the highest international standards as they complete a route marked by 25m-high
inflated pylons (air gates) at speeds of up to 370 km/h. The spectacular manoeuvres
through these air gates demand meticulous precision and maximum speed; this is
the world’s fastest motor sport! The Red Bull Air Race accordingly has a virtually
unparalleled reputation – the core values of the Falken brand.
Falken has been the Sponsoring Partner of Red Bull Air Race pilot Yoshihide
Muroya since 2015. The outstanding pilot has proved his brilliance in the air at
many races throughout the world and can look back on a stunningly successful
2017 season. With a total of four season wins in the 2017 Red Bull Air Race
Championships, Yoshihide Muroya scooped the title of World Champion – the
first Asian pilot to succeed in this exceptional achievement.
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AUDI NINES
Like Falken, the Audi Nines stand for enthusiasm, performance and precision: an
incomparable experience that reflects the Falken brand values against a stunning
backdrop. In a unique competitive environment in front of more than 3,000 spectators, skiers and snowboarders from 18 nations will be demonstrating spectacular
stunts on a specially prepared SlopeX course as well as in big air and quarter-pipe.
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MILESTONES
RUNFLAT TECHNOLOGY
A TECHNOLOGY MILESTONE

If a conventional tyre loses air, its shape begins to deform on the wheel rim,
generating heat that destroys the tyre within a very short time. As early as 1970,
Sumitomo Rubber Industries found a solution to combat the problem, and
launched the world’s first runflat tyre with ‘limp-home’ mode under the Dunlop
brand. Runflat tyres have reinforced sidewalls that reduce deformation if the tyre
sustains damage or a puncture; they can thus continue to be driven for at least a
further 80 km at a maximum speed of 80 km/h.
Falken Runflat Tyres combine this ‘limp-home’ mode with top performance in all
areas. Incidentally, manufacturers specify that runflat tyres must be used with a
tyre pressure monitoring system, because the tyres are so effective that drivers
may not actually notice their tyre has a puncture.

NEOT01
THE NEXT STEP

NEO-T01 is a recently developed Falken production system for manufacturing
ultra-high-precision runflat tyres. In NEO-T01, each tyre is built around a precision
moulded metal core known as a ‘former’ in the exact shape and size of the finished
tyre’s interior. What makes this method so special is that the tyres are manufactured
using a ‘ribbon’ method, which wraps the tread and sidewall material around the
former to extremely high-precision specifications without any overlapping or joins,
and without the need for additional manufacturing tolerances. The dimensions of the
raw tyre correspond exactly to those of the completed product; there is no
deformation of the compound during vulcanisation. All the components are
assembled fully automatically by the computer-driven system. NEO-T01 thus
raises the bar for quality and consistency in the serial production of premium tyres.
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ADVANCED
4DNANO DESIGN
Low rolling resistance, outstanding safety and durability are the three main
requirements that car tyres need to fulfil, both today and in the future. To drive
progress in this area, the scientists and engineers at Sumitomo Rubber Industries
Ltd. conducted pioneering research into the molecular structure of tyres, using
particle accelerators and advanced simulation computers. They succeeded in
simulating and controlling the molecular structure of rubber compounds used for
tyres at nano level; for example, they analysed where and how superfluous heat
was generated in the tyre and how this development could be minimised. Heat
means loss of energy for the tyre, and thus rolling resistance – which is ultimately
responsible for fuel consumption. Advanced 4D-Nano Design Technology is the
result of these advanced findings in molecular structures. It enables savings in
fuel consumption of up to five per cent to be achieved compared to conventional
tyre models, and significantly improves the tyre’s performance in wet conditions.

GYROBLADE
Wouldn’t it be great if flat tyres were a thing of the past? Now the future is just
around the corner – with Falken Gyroblade. This all-new airless tyre technology
banishes not only flat tyres, but also the laborious processes of tyre inflation and
pressure monitoring. Look forward to a whole new dimension of comfortable, safe
driving!
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EUROWINTER HS01
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AZENIS FK510
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ZIEX ZE310
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WILDPEAK A/T

FALKEN
AN EMPLOYER WITH
RESPONSIBILITY
As well as being among the world’s most successful tyre
manufacturers, Falken has also carved out the status of an
exceptionally innovative and dynamic brand for itself.
The energy that has gained us the position of an OEM
supplier to leading German automotive brands in recent
years is naturally generated by our highly motivated, highly
valued people. Because of this, we are constantly on the
lookout for people that are the perfect fit for our team, as
new colleagues and members of our company.
In case of doubt, outstanding personal characteristics
are more important to us than an overly perfect CV. At
Falken, you’ll find a great workplace centrally located
in the Frankfurt/Rhine-Main metropolitan area, offering
perspectives for the future and plenty of benefits, from
flexitime and company events to healthcare.
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As of June 2019

Falken Tyre Europe GmbH
Berliner Straße 74–76
63065 Offenbach am Main
Germany
falkentyre.com

Micheldever Tyre Services Ltd.
Southam Tyres, Southam Drive
Warwickshire
CV47 0RB
United Kingdom

